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Abstract— In this paper, we propose a novel binary graph descriptor to improve loop detection for visual SLAM systems. Our contribution is twofold: i) a graph embedding technique for generating binary descriptors which conserve both spatial and histogram information extracted from images; ii) a generic mean of combining multiple layers of heterogeneous data into the proposed binary graph descriptor, coupled with a matching and geometric checking method. We also introduce an implementation of our descriptor into an incremental Bag-of-Words (iBoW) structure that improves efficiency and scalability, and propose a method to interpret Deep Neural Network (DNN) results. We evaluate our system on synthetic and real datasets across different lighting and seasonal conditions. The proposed method outperforms state-of-the-art loop detection frameworks in terms of relocalization precision and computational performance, as well as displays high robustness against cross-condition datasets.

Index Terms—Localization, SLAM, Loop closure

I. INTRODUCTION

Loop detection is a key module of modern SLAM pipelines. Its rationale is to eliminate the drifting problem during the SLAM process by retrieving already seen locations and taking them into account during the Bundle Adjustment procedure. Two characteristics are crucial: i) the capacity to retrieve already seen locations with high precision despite different views, lighting conditions and weather changes, and ii) the fast computing performance, which includes the detection of features from the current state and the query time within the database of existing locations. Mainstream SLAM loop closures techniques [1, 2] rely on the Bag-of-Words (BoW) or image retrieval methods with the help of low-level handcrafted features ([3, 4]) which are low weight, efficient to compute, and offer good compatibility with feature-based SLAM systems [5, 6].

With the rapid development of Deep Neural Networks (DNN), numerous works demonstrate robust performances on image retrieval and visual localization tasks, especially under extreme challenging conditions (e.g. NetVLAD [7], DenseVLAD [8]). However, besides the GPU requirement, two main factors hinder a general application of the network descriptors into SLAM algorithms: i) facing the increasing scalability and fast query demand of the SLAM loop detection, many networks provide only exhaustive searching methods on the generated descriptors (while classic BoWs rely an inverted indexing scheme to accelerate queries); ii) though many neural networks present high generality towards different input formats, it is complicated to support heterogeneous image layers (e.g. depth, semantics, lidar point clouds) from differently designed networks. Specialization on network structure and training process seems inevitable.

This paper proposes a generic Binary Graph (BiG) descriptor generated by a specific graph embedding technique on image regions. It improves loop detection with the heterogeneous image layers, including DNN outputs. The motivation in using a graph structure lies in its generic and spatial-aware representation to support various inputs and output binary descriptors for a BoW-based framework. Thus, the proposed method benefits from both sides: the image discrimination capacity of heterogeneous information and the accelerated query process of the BoW-based design.

II. RELATED WORK

Loop Detection Methods Mainstream loop closure methods can be divided into two categories: feature-based and image-based. The former group utilizes hand-crafted or learned local features for conducting loop detection (e.g. [4], [9] and [10]), whereas the latter group works on a global approach by exploiting the whole or patched image information. Feature-based methods are widely employed in the feature-based SLAM and VIO systems (e.g. [5, 6]) for the low computational cost and good compatibility when estimating camera poses. Another advantage of the local features lies in its robustness towards perspective warps, illuminative changes and dynamic environments [11, 12]. Following this intuition, a series of Bag-of-Words methods on hand-crafted features such as FabMap [1,13] and DBoW [2] or learning-based features [14] are proposed and applied in various SLAM implementations [5, 6] for addressing the matching problem. Importantly, the usage of inverted indexing technique reduces the computational cost of the query process against the increasing image database whereas the naive image retrieval methods iterate candidates and yield cubic time complexity. The idea of the inverted indexing consists in storing the image index with the extracted word index to augment the filtering efficiency by pre-pruning the searching space. Later, [15] designed an incremental Bag-of-Words (iBoW) structure iBoW-led which, instead of training an offline vocabulary, can create an online vocabulary incrementally when the new binary features are added into the database. Another key factor which separates
loop detection tasks from image retrieval problems lies in its evaluation metric: loop detection methods often emphasize the precision over recall factor to avoid erroneous matches that would collapse the optimization. DBow [2] and many following works [15] propose to apply a series of matching rules on the sequential groups of keyframes, (see [2] for more details) and improve the precision performance during the detection.

**Binary Features** Binary features display many benefits in computer vision tasks, most of which relate to their computing speed, robustness and good compatibility with the BoW structure. Improving binary descriptor systems w.r.t to their accuracy, speed, robustness even information compressibility performance is an active research topic [16]–[19].

**Visual Localization and Image Retrieval:** Entering the new era of Deep Neural Network (DNN), countless networks are proposed to handle the image retrieval task. These networks achieved astonishing results compared to the traditional ones (e.g. NetVLAD [7], DenseVLAD [8]). A brief intuition of these networks consists in generating a descriptor of a given image which conserves a robust metric against environmental changes and perspective warps. However, in the SLAM context, except the requirement of GPU computation, another predication lies in its naive yet heavily searching scheme influenced by the scale of the database. Another branch also investigates the topic of visual localization but under a 2D-3D scenario. The problem is usually described as re-finding the local descriptors from the query image in an already generated point cloud. Some common interests between image retrieval and 2D-3D localization are shared as several works propose to rely upon the image retrieval method as a preprocessing step to narrow the searching space for the 2D-3D localization algorithms [20].

**Semantic Segmentation and Graph Embedding:** Semantic segmentation information is defined as a partitioning towards multiple segments containing different semantic labels according to human understanding and annotations [21, 22]. Some recent works demonstrate that semantic segmentation can help the loop detection too. [23] exploits random walk graph embedding technique [24] on semantic segmentation images for achieving seasonal and viewpoint robust loop detection results under outdoor conditions. Larsson et al. proposed a fine-grained self-supervised segmentation network FGSN [25] demonstrating good performance in 2D-3D localization case. In FGSN, semantic labels are robust to environmental changes and learned in self-supervised fashion instead of extracted from human annotated labels.

**III. PROPOSED METHODS**

**A. Overview**

The contributions of the proposed BiG descriptor are:

- a generic binary graph embedding technique for computing descriptors while conserving spatial relationship and considering textual information from heterogeneous formats by virtue of graph structure.
- a mean of combining multiple layers of information into our descriptor for improving the matching performance and robustness, coupled with a specific matching method and rough geometric checking scheme.

Besides, we propose an implementation of our multi-layered descriptor into an incremental BoW structure, to benefit from the inverted indexing technique that accelerates the query process and increases the scalability when facing a fast growing database of keyframes. Our descriptor also provides a generic way to exploit the inverted indexing on DNN outputs for fast loop detection tasks.

The pipeline to generate the BiG descriptor (see Fig. 1) is composed of the following modules, which we will detail in the subsequent sections: 1) graph structure generation; 2) deterministic graph embedding; 3) histogram generation and binarization; 4) support of heterogeneous image layers.

**B. Graph Generation**

The rationale in building an image descriptor through graph embedding is that the graph structure preserves relevant characteristics for loop closure tasks. Unlike keypoints frequency-driven BoW methods which ignores the spatial information, or the global methods (e.g. GIST [26], CNN-based global descriptor for localization [27], etc.) prone to be influenced by image distortion and noise, the description of images by graph representations covers both local and global levels of information. The representation of image regions considers pixel-level content while the graph structure provides a comprehensive description of the image’s spatial relations. Notably, the generality of graph structure representations enables a generic and extensible encoding of image characteristics which can encompass many different layers (depth, color, semantic, etc).

In this paper, our graph structure is generated from connected superpixelized regions (e.g. SLIC [28]). Superpixels is an image segmentation approach focusing on the local spatial and chromatic similarities and primitive geometries such as compactness. One advantage in using superpixels (or similar methods such as semantic or object segmentation) stands in its repeatability over different images: the generated regions are less sensitive to scaling and slight wrapping distortion since the region’s color differences are preserved at a certain level under different views. Therefore we build an unidirectional unweighted graph: \( G = (V, E) \) where \( V \) the vertices are in a set of regions in image \( I \), and \( E \) presents their adjacency (we build an edge when two superpixel regions are adjacent in an 8-connected layout).

**C. Neighbour Regions and Spatial Encoding**

Different to Random Walk based stochastic graph embedding methods [24], we seek to design a deterministic graph embedding method: instead of visiting vertices in an arbitrary order, a deterministic method should output the same results when inputting the same graph and starting vertex.

Our proposed graph embedding method relies on the identification of neighbour vertices and regions. We define the \( k \)-th order neighbour vertices \( N^k(V_c) \) of a given center vertex \( V_c \) as a set of vertices \( \{V_i\} \) which have geodesic distance equal to \( k \) towards the center vertex \( V_c \):

\[
N^k(V_c) = \{V_i \in \{V\} : d(V_i, V_c) = k \}
\]  

(1)
regions as \( \Omega_k \) of the red superpixel at left upper corner, we find gray nodes and vertices (right upper); given the center vertex generated from an input image (left upper), red contour and Fig. 2: A graph structure of superpixel connected regions is united regions, in which each has a different neighbourhood given center vertex, one is able to divide a graph into several BFS (Breath-First-Search) search on the graph. these neighbour vertices can be naively computed through a heterogeneous image are structured in a graph representation spanning over neighboring regions of the superpixel, and embedding in a BiG descriptor through graph embedding and binarization of multiple layered histograms.

Describing a histogram as a real vector of a given bins number \( N_b \): \( h \in \mathbb{R}^{N_b} \), we calculate localized neighboring histograms in different \( k \)-th order neighbour regions \( \Omega^k(V_c) \). Given a center vertex \( V_c \) and its \( k \)-th order neighbour regions, a set of \( k \) histograms \( \mathcal{H}^k(V_c) \) (one per region) can be obtained by computing independently within each regional area expressed as \( \mathcal{H}^k(V_c) \):

\[
\mathcal{H}^k(V_c) = \{ h^0(V_c), ..., h^k(V_c) \}
\]

**E. Deterministic Graph Embedding and Binarization**

We then propose a deterministic graph embedding technique (nodes are embedded in a deterministic order in contrast with Random Walk [24] embedding techniques). Given our \( k \)-th order neighbour region histogram in Eq. 2, we access graph information by extracting pairs of histograms in a combinatorial order: given \( K \) neighbors in total, we select combinations of \( C_{K+1}^2 \) and sort them in ascending order: (0, 1), ..., (0, \( K \)), (1, 2), ..., (\( K-1 \), \( K \)). The intuition of this operation consists in improving the discriminating capacity by computing a statistical difference and encoding spatial relationship into a binary vector in a deterministic order. Once the pairs of histograms are selected, we perform a binarization by comparing selected histograms w.r.t each bins \( b \), similar to the BRIEF [3] operator:

\[
\tau(h^i, h^j, b) := \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } h^i(b) < h^j(b) \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

We rewrite it into a more compact way for binarizing a pair of histograms of a given center vertex \( V_c \):

\[
\beta^i_j(V_c) = \tau(h^i(V_c), h^j(V_c))
\]

where \( h^i(V_c) \) is \( i \)-th order regions histogram, same for \( j \).

Finally, we generate a long binary sequence vector (i.e. descriptor) \( d_c \) via concatenating the binarized histograms together in combinatorial order.

\[
d_c = \beta^1_0(V_c) \oplus ... \oplus \beta^K_{K-1}(V_c)
\]

where the \( \oplus \) is the concatenation operation, the length of our binary descriptor \( d_c \) is \( N_d = N_b \times C_{K+1}^2 \). We use a histogram
of 64-bins and 6 orders for neighbor regions, $d_c$ has a size of $64 \times C^6_2 = 1344$ digits for each vertex.

Given each vertex $V_c$ in graph, we can compute a $d_c$ for describing its region and the relationship towards its vicinity. A series of binary descriptors $\{d_c\}$ can therefore be generated for the whole graph (i.e. the input image).

**F. Generic Multiple Layer Descriptor**

Applying the deterministic graph embedding has another advantage: each binary digit’s order is determined and corresponds to its combination order given a graph structure, *i.e.* its spatial relation. Therefore, we can easily concatenate the binary sequence descriptor with other layers of information as long as they share an identical graph structure.

For example, under the scenario of RGB-D camera, we can apply the previous process for extracting a descriptor $d_{\theta}^g$ with a given center vertex $V_c$ on a color image. Similarly, after transforming the depth and image sensors in a same coordinate, one can also compute the histograms of a depth image with the same graph regional segmentation from the color image and generate a descriptor $d_{\theta}^d$ at the exact center vertex $V_c$. A concatenation operation helps to combine and generate an extended descriptor $d_c^g$ for this multiple layer heterogeneous information (see Fig. 1).

$$d_c^g = d_{\theta}^g \oplus d_{\theta}^d$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

The advantage of this design lies in its compactness and low cost for appending more layers. This provides a simple and fast way to fuse the heterogeneous data from different sources such as depth image, lidar data, semantic images, even the DNN results, though each type of data requires specific pre-processing before integrating into our descriptor.

**Depth Image**: For depth images acquired by depth sensors, we treat them like grey-level images to generate descriptors. 

**Lidar Information**: Lidar (Light Detection and Ranging) sensors yield 3D point cloud rather than 2D images. Related work believe its difficulty consists in its sparse and three-dimensional nature. In this paper, we render the point cloud to images as the extrinsic calibration between the camera and Lidar sensor is known (see Fig. 3). Though the sparse nature of Lidar data raises problems for local descriptors, histograms remain an appropriate tool that ignores precise spatial information and yields statistical features. In other words, once we project point cloud to images, one can treat them as grey-level images for fitting into the system.

**Traditional Semantic Image**: For semantic images, the histogram shall not be built on pixels intensities but on labels. Therefore the length of the histogram is not arbitrary, as the quantity of labels is given and fixed. Following the idea of [23] and related work, we manually divide labels into two categories: static and dynamic. Static labels include buildings, plantations, etc, the dynamic ones are mostly non-permanent objects, such as pedestrians and vehicles.

**FGSN Semantic Segmentations**: FGSN [25] is a self-supervised semantic segmentation method which doesn’t provide precisely the meaning for each learned label. Labels are learned for conserving high robustness against environmental variations. We treat FGSN as semantic types but without robust/unrobust separation.

**Neural Network Results**: Some DNN image retrieval methods rely on environmental invariant image segmentations such as the aforementioned FGSN [25], whereas the mainstream methods usually output directly descriptors of the whole image: e.g. NetVLAD [7] and [8]. For fitting DNN results into our system, we generate respectively a descriptor for each region, and vectorize them directly as histogram.

**G. Matching Descriptors and Geometric Checking**

During the retrieval stage, namely the matching process, we need to compare and score two sets of descriptor vectors from the candidate and the query images respectively. Commonly, the simplest way is to rely on the Brute-Force Hamming distance matching approach, then average and normalize the computed Hamming distances on the matched descriptors to indicate the similarity between two images. However, unlike other well-defined metrics, a Hamming distance can rarely touch zero (it means inverted XOR digits i.e. two descriptors are inversely correlated), therefore causing an insufficient discrimination ability.

![Fig. 3: We project point cloud data into 2D depth images along the camera frame coordinate. The blank arc regions are caused by the limited field-of-view of Lidar device.](image)

![Fig. 4: A pipeline of the matching process of two descriptors. The result is controlled by two stages: it outputs zero (most dissimilar) when low matching number $N$ than $\rho N$ after a crosschecked matching or high geometric checking error.](image)
keypoints from two images), and use the average reprojection error to filter candidates. This adds the extra cost in computing RANSAC but yields better recall performance. We set two thresholds to improve the discrimination ability by outputting 0 if the conditions are not satisfied. Finally a normalised similarity is generated between [0, 1]; see Fig. 4.

H. Implementation into iBoW Structure

Classic BoW structures require pre-trained offline vocabularies known beforehand, whereas our descriptors are generated on-the-fly and the format of binary digits varies with relation to different combinations of layers. We therefore expressed our binary descriptor into an incremental BoW system: iBoW-lcd[15] to achieve high precision, faster performance and sequential matching schemes in SLAM loop closure tasks.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Datasets and Methodology

To demonstrate the capacity of our BiG descriptor, we relied on multiple public datasets: i) Synthia Dataset [33], a synthetic dataset across different environmental conditions; ii) Newer College Dataset [29], a real recorded dataset providing infrared images and Lidar data; iii) RobotCar Seasons Dataset [34, 35], a dataset across different weather and time conditions by a car-mounted camera.

B. Synthetic Data: Across Different Seasons

Synthia [33] is a synthetic car-driving dataset on multiple scenes, including various seasonal changes, day-night shift and weather variations. Besides color images, the dataset also provides ground truth semantic labels and depth images and is widely used in relocalization tasks with heterogeneous types of data [23]. We focus on the cross environmental image retrieval capacity. The idea is to retrieve every image from one condition to another: e.g. from the night and rainy condition towards a sunshine one. PR-curves are generated by tuning acceptance similarity threshold on metrics.

We test our proposed method on different combinations of image layers such as Depth and Semantics (D+S). An ablation study on matching number removal threshold $\rho$ (0.5 for our method) and geometric checking is also proposed. Comparison with related work includes i) DBoW [2]: a binary BoW method for SLAM loop detection; ii) FabMap [1] a probabilistic BoW method and iii) NetVLAD [7] a deep-learning method specifically designed for image retrieval under different conditions.

PR-Curve results are shown in Fig. 5. The proposed BiG descriptor handles well the image retrieval task under all conditions (with $\rho = 0.5$), specially the rain and night weather. NetVLAD method demonstrates good results under daylight and non-rainy conditions but our method reaches higher recall on rainy conditions. The improvements of the matching number removal threshold $\rho$ and the geometric checking in BiG descriptor are obvious through the comparison between the first and the second row and the one between dot line and solid line in the figure. Two layers combination (D+S) shows the best working point (highest precision and recall) on two night conditions after applying $\rho$ and geometric checking.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>AUC</th>
<th>AP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FabMap 1 (11k voc)</td>
<td>0.477</td>
<td>0.510</td>
<td>0.280</td>
<td>0.404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FabMap 2 (4k voc)</td>
<td>0.528</td>
<td>0.452</td>
<td>0.399</td>
<td>0.418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBoW (NoGC)</td>
<td>0.636</td>
<td>0.164</td>
<td>0.098</td>
<td>0.380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBoW (GCDI2)</td>
<td>0.636</td>
<td>0.164</td>
<td>0.553</td>
<td>0.378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBoW (GCEXhaustive)</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.317</td>
<td>0.750</td>
<td>0.831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iBoW-lcd (1k ORB)</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.522</td>
<td>0.833</td>
<td>0.744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours: IR + Lidar</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.298</td>
<td>0.730</td>
<td>0.804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours: IR + Semantic DpLabv3+</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.471</td>
<td>0.849</td>
<td>0.856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours: IR + Semantic FGSN</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.538</td>
<td>0.847</td>
<td>0.808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours: IR + NetVLAD</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.567</td>
<td>0.788</td>
<td>0.901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours: FGSN + NetVLAD</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.588</td>
<td>0.860</td>
<td>0.900</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I: Table of working point (Precision, Recall), AUC and the average precision (AP) for each method tested in Newer College Dataset [29]. Our proposed methods has the highest recall with the combination of infrared image and NetVLAD DNN descriptor and good performance on AUC and AP along all the recall band.

C. Newer College Dataset: under Static Environment

We then test our method under a static scenario, similar to traditional use-cases in loop detection systems. The Newer College dataset [29] provides stereo infrared images with point clouds acquired by the Lidar device in an asynchronised approach. After manually synchronising the point cloud data with infrared data, we extracted 505 images with maximum distance of at least 300 meters. We apply a distance threshold of 25 meters and an orientation threshold of 25 degrees for generating all ground truth loop closure event frames. Following [2], we set the neighbor ground truth loop closure event as “recalled” when a true positive is found close enough (2 frames). This avoids a too low recall caused by the inter- competing of the candidates (e.g. an outstanding candidate may compete and attract the true recalls of its neighbors lead to lower recall). Five methods are compared: our method implemented in the iBoW-lcd, iBoW-lcd, DBoW and FabMap (1 and 2 on differently trained vocabularies).

We project the lidar point clouds into depth images to adapt to the BiG descriptor according to its extrinsic calibration data (see Fig. 3). Due to the limited Lidar field-of-view, some undetected regions exist on the depth image. We tested combinations including infrared image (IR), Lidar, NetVLAD [7], and two semantic data (generated by DeepLabv3+ [22] and FGSN [25]) with different pre-processing stages proposed in Section III-F.

For the DBoW [2], three geometric checking configurations are evaluated: without checking (NoGC), with a checking on node D12 (GCDI2), and with an exhaustive checking (GCEXhaustive). We tested FabMap1 [1] on an 11k vocabulary from the paper and train a 4k vocabulary on a similar dataset for the FabMap2 [13].

The results are shown as the best working point (highest precision point when the recall is non-zero), AUC (Area-under-Curve) and average precision of sampling points in the Table. I, we observe that all configurations of our method can yield a working point with precision at 1.0 and relative high recall level. DBoW with geometric checking shows similar results over the combination of infra image and lidar projected depth image. iBoW-lcd has better results except our
methods, however by combining with NetVLAD and semantic information, our methods outperform all others.

D. RobotCar Season Dataset: under Changing Conditions

RobotCar Seasons dataset is a dataset captured by car-mounted cameras across different seasons (summer, winter), weathers (rainy, sunny, snowing), and times (dawn, dusk, night). The reference includes around 7k images taken under the overcast condition (oc), and various query conditions about 250 images each for different conditions. Given its challenging nature, many works exploit this dataset for robustness experiments [25, 34, 36]. In this paper, we use color images for image retrieval and loop detection tests.

We perform two categories of experiments in this section: i) image retrieval experiment: following the methodology of experiments in [25, 34, 37], we organize the experiment as follows: relying on the proposed method, we apply image retrieval experiment from the query conditions towards the reference condition for all images. The measure is defined as the percentage of images from the query dataset have been relocalized under certain distance and angle thresholds. The purpose of this experiment is to demonstrate the discriminative capacity of the proposed BiG descriptor with the combination of various layers of information such as FGSN [25] semantic labels and NetVLAD [7] DNN outputs.

Image Retrieval Experiment: In Table. II, we test two types of combinations of layers: FGSN as single layer (termed BiG FGSN in the table) and the FGSN plus NetVLAD as two layers (termed BiG F+N in the table). With three versions tested for each combination: i) we directly take the first ranked candidate as the output of the query result; ii) we perform an extra geometric checking with the help of SIFT [4] (S in the table) keypoints within the top 10 ranked candidates and output the final candidate according to the geometric checking results; iii) the process is similar to the second one, instead of using SIFT keypoints, we choose a DL keypoint D2-Net [10] (D2 in the table) which demonstrates better robustness against environmental variations.

From the Table. II we achieve some observations: i) the geometric checking improves for all methods: D2-Net demonstrates better performance under difficult scenarios whereas the SIFT feature works well under normal conditions; ii) our methods maintain good performance on daylight conditions, though the gain is slightly negative (<1%) for few, the average result outperformed the geometric checking version NetVLAD (See Table. III); iii) the proposed method shows drastic improvements (~45%) on night conditions and proves the robustness and discriminative capacity; iv) the combination of two layers improves the performance during the daylight but lowers for the night ones, due to the bad performance of NetVLAD during night.

In Table. III, we list the average of the best performance of our methods with two combinations and two geometric checking methods, the NetVLAD method with and without geometric checking and other 2D-2D (image retrieval) methods. The proposed method outperforms all the image retrieval methods, and especially gained drastic performance under night condition even compared to the specific designed DNN method for dark environment [36] and the state-of-the-art 2D-3D relocalization methods. In 2D-3D methods, the relocalization is achieved in an already built 3D point cloud map as a priori. Therefore the difficulty of the retrieval problem is eased and better results can be achieved numerically. Still our proposed 2D-2D method shows a gain of at least 30% even compared to the constraint relaxed 2D-3D methods in night conditions. More specifically, the FGSN [25] is exactly the semantic labels used for our proposed method as our method is 35% better on results when using the FGSN as the only layer. The improvements on the identical input data shows the efficiency of our binary graph descriptor.

Loop Closure Experiment: The second type of experiment aims at testing the loop closure ability of the proposed method by integrating BiG descriptor into an incremental bag-of-words
TABLE III: Comparison on average relocalization rate of our method with mainstream 2D image retrieval methods and 3D relocalization methods on RobotCar Dataset [34], where GC refers to the geometric checking.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2D</th>
<th>m deg</th>
<th>mean daylight</th>
<th>mean night</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.25/0.5/5 m</td>
<td>2/5/10</td>
<td>0.10/0.17/0.99</td>
<td>0.09/0.12/0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our method</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.10/0.17/0.99</td>
<td>0.09/0.12/0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NetVLAD [7]</td>
<td>5.29</td>
<td>23.22</td>
<td>88.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DenseVLAD [8]</td>
<td>7.98</td>
<td>30.66</td>
<td>91.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FabMap [1]</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>12.34</td>
<td>30.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SeqSLAM [38]</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>6.10</td>
<td>15.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ToDayGAN [36]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3D</th>
<th>m deg</th>
<th>mean daylight</th>
<th>mean night</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.25/0.5/5 m</td>
<td>2/5/10</td>
<td>0.05/0.12/0.70</td>
<td>0.05/0.12/0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our method</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.05/0.12/0.70</td>
<td>0.05/0.12/0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FGSN [25]</td>
<td>8.58</td>
<td>31.73</td>
<td>92.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DomainAdapt [39]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

E. Computational Efficiency

As we mentioned in related works, the binary descriptor displays a good compatibility with BoW techniques not only for improving the retrieval ability but also for achieving a faster query supported by the inverted indexing technique.

In the Table, V, we measure our speed performance on a 2.7GHz Intel i7, as well as the iBoW-lcd, FabMap and DBoW. The other results are taken from [34]. We can see the proposed method only takes 73.5 ms whereas the other methods are more time consuming except FabMap. NetVLAD and DenseVLAD data are taken from [34] with an Intel Xeon 2.6GHz. The explanation for the difference between our method and iBoW-lcd lies in the different descriptor number: we only generate about 50 descriptors for each image (one per region), but iBoW-lcd uses 1k ORB features. Therefore the proposed descriptor shows another advantage: converting the DNN into binary descriptors for accelerating the query time when facing large scale datasets. See our supplementary material for more analysis [40].

V. Conclusion

In conclusion, we proposed a binary graph descriptor which is able to: i) encode image content and spatial information from a graph structure through the design of a graph embedding method; ii) combine heterogeneous layers of information such as semantic images or neural network results to gain better retrieval capacity under dynamic environments. Besides, by relying on an incremental Bag-of-Words structure, the proposed method achieves real-time performance for SLAM loop detection tasks on large datasets.
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TABLE IV: Comparison of Recall/Precision on different conditions of RobotCar Dataset [35], we take 5.0 m and 10 deg as threshold for computing results, the best performances are highlighted as the maximum sum of precision plus recall.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>oc-summer</th>
<th>oc-winter</th>
<th>dusk</th>
<th>dawn</th>
<th>rain</th>
<th>snow</th>
<th>night</th>
<th>night-rain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BiG FGSN</td>
<td>36.3/38.5</td>
<td>36.8/39.7</td>
<td>50.5/50.7</td>
<td>58.3/40.1</td>
<td>76.5/93.1</td>
<td>83.8/96.5</td>
<td>39.9/84.1</td>
<td>38.6/38.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BiG F+S</td>
<td>30.6/38.3</td>
<td>40.0/49.7</td>
<td>58.9/98.4</td>
<td>78.1/95.4</td>
<td>71.3/91.6</td>
<td>88.9/99.1</td>
<td>56.6/99.1</td>
<td>18.3/66.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iBoW-lcd</td>
<td>8.6/89.5</td>
<td>55.9/99.1</td>
<td>53.9/99.1</td>
<td>75.4/94.0</td>
<td>33.9/89.7</td>
<td>87.9/99.3</td>
<td>40.6/100</td>
<td>0.00/0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBoW</td>
<td>2.8/100</td>
<td>9.5/91.3</td>
<td>13.9/101</td>
<td>45.4/97.7</td>
<td>22.6/98.1</td>
<td>49.0/100</td>
<td>23.6/96.5</td>
<td>0.00/0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE V: Comparison of average query time on the RobotCar Season Dataset per image. *: data from [34].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Dawn</th>
<th>Dusk</th>
<th>Snow</th>
<th>Night</th>
<th>Night-Rain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DenseVLAD*</td>
<td>73.5</td>
<td>715.2</td>
<td>57.1</td>
<td>262.5</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DenseVLAD*</td>
<td>71.5</td>
<td>715.2</td>
<td>57.1</td>
<td>262.5</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

methods: Ours iBoW-lcd FabMap DBoW NetVLAD* DenseVLAD*

time (ms): 73.5 715.2 57.1 262.5 137 338


